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Dated 28
th

 September, 2015. 

To, 

The Managing Director, 

Odisha State Civil Supplies Corporation Ltd, 

C/2, Nayapalli, 

Bhubaneswar-751012. 

 

Dear Sir, 

  Sub: Delivery of CMR to FCI for KMS 2014-15. 

 

 This is with reference to your letter No.17239 Dt.22.9.15 in the above matter 

sent to Commissioner-sum-Secretary to Govt, FS&CW Dept. requesting that 

“relaxation in delivery percentage of CMR to FCI may not be considered”. 

 

 We very much appreciate and welcome your above decision in view of the 

problem of surplus stock with Oscsc. However, the ultimate result may not be as 

encouraging in favour of Oscsc as you may expect. The reason is that delivery to 

FCI is not maturing and huge DCs are already pending while DC for delivery of 

CMR at RRCs are kept on withhold by the district authorities awaiting FCI 

delivery. This may seriously affect the over all delivery of rice by millers and the 

delivery period may stretch unexpectedly. 

 

Unless someone stores paddy with himself, it may not be possible for him to 

realize how difficult it is to maintain the color and luster in rice at this point of 

time. There may be some serious communication gap between the millers and 

Oscsc for which the ground reality is not coming out. Millers deserve to be 

appreciated for their efforts for creating an all time record in CMR delivery to 
FCI. 

 

 We therefore, most humbly suggest for convening an immediate meeting 

with the miller representative from all the districts and also for reconsidering the 

relaxation in delivery percentage of CMR to FCI as your honour may think fit in the 

interest of early delivery of CMR in a best possible way. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Copy to: Food Commissioner, Odisha. 

Sd/-. 

(Santosh Kr. Agrawal), 

Chairman. 


